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Our monthly property market review is intended to provide background to recent developments in property markets as well as to give an
indication of how some key issues could impact in the future.
We are not responsible or authorised to provide advice on investment decisions concerning property, only for the provision of mortgage advice.
We hope you will find this review to be of interest.

CALLS FOR A COMPULSORY ‘SNAGGING
RETENTION’ ON NEW BUILDS
A recent survey by New Home Review has revealed that more than
nine out of 10 new-build homes in the UK have defects and almost
40% of new builds fail to meet their original deadline.
Following on from this, the HomeOwners Alliance have launched
a campaign aimed at clamping down on developers of new-build
homes who leave buyers with an unacceptable list of ‘snags’ and
defects, ranging from poor finishes and ineffective insulation, to
dangerous structural and electrical problems.
The Homeowners Alliance campaign proposes introducing
a snagging retention of at least 2.5%, whereby new-build
homebuyers retain a percentage of the cost of their house, until
all faults are fixed, only handing this over six months after moving
into their new home.
Currently, snagging retentions are common practice for
commercial clients but are not generally available to individual
new home buyers.

BREXIT DELAY SEES AN INCREASE IN
PROPERTY LISTINGS
According to the latest property supply index, there was a surge in
owners listing their properties in the days after Brexit was delayed
again, with listings up 0.8% in April, month on month.

Regionally, the biggest month on month rise was in Stevenage at
69.4%, followed by a rise of 43.8% in Salford, while Chichester saw a
rise of 33.8%.
Sam Mitchell, Housesimple Chief Executive Officer said: “This latest six
month delay provides a wider window of opportunity for homeowners
to market while interest rates remain competitive and attractive to
buyers”.

INCREASE IN AVERAGE RENTS IN THE UK
Data from Landbay Rental Index shows the average rent paid for a
property in the UK is now £1,218 per month, up by 0.96% in the
12 months to April 2019.
Excluding London, the average rent in the rest of the UK was £773
per month, with Scotland recording the highest annual growth at
1.78%; Edinburgh being Scotland’s rental hotspot with an annual
increase of 5.44%.
John Goodall, CEO of Landbay said: “Landlords can rest assured
that there is decent rental growth to be found across the UK,
particularly if they look north of London”.

STAMP DUTY RECEIPTS FALL
Tax receipts from Stamp Duty on property sales fell by £1bn over
the last tax year, to a total of £11.9bn according to latest figures
from HMRC.

Analysis by online estate agent, Housesimple, revealed that almost
half (49%) of major UK towns and cities saw a rise in new properties
coming onto the market in April compared to March.

However, Capital Gains Tax, which is payable when buy-to-let
homes are sold, rose to £9.2bn, up from £7.8bn a year earlier.

The overall picture in London showed new listings down by 1.4% in
April compared to March, but four in 10 boroughs actually saw supply
levels rise, with the biggest rise occurring in Kensington and Chelsea,
with listings up by 17.3%.

The decline in Stamp Duty has been blamed on a decline in buyto-let purchases and a slowdown in the higher end of the property
market, in addition to the majority of first-time buyers having been
removed from the tax.
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HOUSE PRICES
HEADLINE STATISTICS

HOUSE PRICES
PRICE CHANGE BY REGION
MONTHLY
CHANGE (%)

ANNUAL
CHANGE (%)

AVERAGE
PRICE (£)

ENGLAND

-0.5

1.1

£243,128

NORTHERN IRELAND (QUARTER 1 - 2019)

-1.0

3.5

£134,811

SCOTLAND

1.9

3.3

£149,461

*(Jan 2015 = 100)

WALES

0.0

3.0

£158,696

 UK house prices grew by 1.4% in the

EAST MIDLANDS

-0.4

2.9

£190,171

EAST OF ENGLAND

-1.1

0.0

£286,611

LONDON

-0.4

-1.9

£463,283

NORTH EAST

-1.1

-0.8

£123,046

NORTH WEST

-1.7

2.5

£159,471

SOUTH EAST

-0.6

-0.4

£318,491

SOUTH WEST

-0.3

1.3

£253,752

WEST MIDLANDS

-0.5

3.4

£196,571

1.8

3.6

£162,129

HOUSE PRICE INDEX (MAR 2019)*
AVERAGE HOUSE PRICE
MONTHLY CHANGE

119.0*
£226,798
- 0.2%

ANNUAL CHANGE

1.4%

year to March 2019, up from 1.0% in
the year to February 2019

 House price growth was strongest in
Yorkshire and The Humber where prices

increased by 3.6% in the year to March
2019

 The lowest annual growth was in London,

where prices fell by 1.9% over the year
to March 2019

REGION

Source: The Land Registry
Release date: 22/05/2019
Next data release: 19/06/2019

YORKSHIRE AND THE HUMBER

AVERAGE MONTHLY PRICE BY
PROPERTY TYPE – MAR 2019

MORTGAGE ACTIVITY
£bn

PROPERTY TYPE

ANNUAL INCREASE

DETACHED
£346,474
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     2.1%

SEMI-DETACHED
£215,998

       2.6%
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£181,995

       0.6%
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£200,335

      0.1%
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 Gross mortgage lending
across the residential market
in March 2019 was £20
billion, 0.5% lower than the
same month in 2018
 The number of mortgages
approved by the main high
street banks in March 2019
was 9.1% higher than March
2018.
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It is important to take professional advice before making any decision relating to your personal finances. Information within this document
is based on our current understanding and can be subject to change without notice and the accuracy and completeness of the information
cannot be guaranteed. It does not provide individual tailored investment advice and is for guidance only. Some rules may vary in different
parts of the UK.
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